Newspapers Challenge

Complete the multiple choice activity.

___ 1. One who sets written material into type
   A. Typesetter   B. Funnies   C. Column   D. Caption

___ 2. The proprietor or head of a newspaper
   A. Publisher   B. Caption   C. Typesetter   D. Advertising

___ 3. A sequence of drawings telling a story in a newspaper or comic book
   A. Typesetter   B. Freedom of Speech   C. Feature   D. Funnies

___ 4. An article giving opinions or perspectives
   A. Editorial   B. Funnies   C. Typesetter   D. Headline

___ 5. A public promotion of some product or service
   A. Headline   B. Advertising   C. Editorial   D. Funnies

___ 6. The right to speak freely; A civil right guaranteed by the First Amendment to the US Constitution
   A. Caption   B. Column   C. Freedom of Speech   D. Feature

___ 7. The heading or caption of a newspaper article
   A. Headline   B. Publisher   C. Editorial   D. Feature

___ 8. A special or prominent article in a newspaper or magazine
   A. Column   B. Publisher   C. Typesetter   D. Feature

___ 9. Brief description accompanying an illustration
   A. Freedom of Speech   B. Caption   C. Publisher   D. Column

___ 10. An article giving opinions or perspectives
    A. Publisher   B. Editorial   C. Column   D. Caption